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ACROSS
1. Dyspepsia cause
5. Facts and figures
9. Synagogue authority
14. Quiet road, or part of a busy road
15. Norse Zeus counterpart
16. Barkin or Burstyn
17. Promotional Twitter post?
19. Was able to
20. "Big ____ house"
21. Dangerous reptiles
22. "My ____ Lies Over the Ocean"
23. Is able to
24. All ___ up (angry)
25. Drunken former spouse?
26. Mountain range in Russia, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, and China
28. Popular iron alloy
30. Night before
31. Sgts' superiors
33. Feedbag morsel
34. Flintstone or Mertz
35. Evil gnomes who, frustrated by the billy goats, have left their bridge for a nice hotel
38. Fraudulent scheme
40. Genetic stuff
41. Scots denial
42. Letter-shaped annex
43. Academic buildings
45. Makes warmer
49. Romantically obsessed stags?
51. The underlying order of the universe, to Lao-tse
53. Temporary bed
54. St. Francis's city
55. Village mercantile gathering
56. Company, proactively
57. Lure
58. Boring TV program?
60. Online merchants, collectively
61. David's predecessor
62. Long ago

63. Poet who compared parted lovers to a compass
64. Use the keyboard
65. Finishes

DOWN
1. Llama cousin
2. Like a connection that goes beyond mere correlation
3. Baby
4. OED offering
5. Look for a well
6. Experts
7. Fastens, as a shoelace
8. Social insect
9. Draw back suddenly
10. Unaccompanied
11. Mistakes
12. Have faith
13. Equipped with an alphabetical guide
18. South Pacific Island
22. Native of northwestern France
25. Flight cause
27. Styptic substance
29. Complete
32. Low, horizontal clouds
34. Run away
35. Male who offers things for purchase
36. 8x10s, maybe, briefly
37. Punjabi capital
38. Put to sleep
39. Near
43. Fraudulent scheme
44. Don't go to bed
46. Deed
47. In the direction of
48. Fur pieces
50. "____ the bud" (prevent from growing)
52. Usher's place
55. Begin to come apart
58. Summer clock setting
59. Bread or whiskey ingredient
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